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A Peace Journal 
 
This resource has been designed with two goals in mind: 

1. To help young people learn more – and develop curiosity about – different models of 
peace-building 

2. To explore the potential of youth-focused journalism for deepening understanding of 
peace and peace-building 

 
It is aimed at young people aged 9-13.  
 
How to use this resource 
Pupils should be encouraged to read the journal either individually or in groups. Three 
different groups might tackle a section each, for example; or pupils could be given time to 
digest and compare all three sections together.  
 
After reading the journal, you could discuss: 

• Is there anything they do not understand? 
• Can they summarise what they learnt from each of the three sections? What were 

the main points they ‘took away’ from the three case studies?  
• What did they learn about peace-building in general? Did they learn anything new or 

unexpected? If so, what? 
• Did the journal get them thinking about questions or issues which they want to find 

out more about? 
• Are there any aspects of peace-building which the journal does not currently cover 

but which they think should be added into it?  
• Could they design a new page for the journal? 

 
 
  









 
 
  



Survey for Pupils 
We would be grateful if you would fill in the following survey after you have finished 
digesting the journal. Please indicate your response to the following statements by ticking 
the relevant answer. 
  
I enjoyed learning about peace-building with this journal:  

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
Please explain one thing that you enjoyed about the journal: 
 
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
I feel like I know more about peace-building after reading this journal: 

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
Please write down something new that you learnt: 
 
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
I think that journals/newspapers are helpful in teaching young people about peace and 
peace-building: 

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
What makes the journal/newspaper format particularly helpful or engaging?   
  
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
Is there anything you think we could improve about the journal, so that it is even more 
effective at helping young people learn more about peace and peace-building? 
 

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  



Survey for Teachers 
We would be grateful if you would fill in the following survey after you have finished working with 
the journal. Please indicate your response to the following statements by ticking the relevant 
answer. 
  
My pupils enjoyed learning about peace-building with this journal:  

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
What did they enjoy or find particularly engaging? 
 
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
I think that my pupils know more about peace-building after reading this journal: 

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
What new things do you think they learnt? 
 
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
I think that journals/journals/newspapers are helpful in teaching young people about peace and 
peace-building: 

• strongly agree  
• agree 
• neither agree nor disagree 
• disagree 
• strongly disagree 

 
How effective is the journal/newspaper format compared with other media?  
  
 
–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
 
Is there anything you think we could improve about the journal, so that it is even more effective at 
helping young people learn more about peace and peace-building? 
 

–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––– 
Thank you very much for engaging with our resources and contributing to our project!  
If you would like to be kept informed about our work, please include your contact details below. 
 
––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––  



What is the Visualising War and Peace Project? 
The Visualising War and Peace project at the University of St Andrews is investigating how war and peace are taught in 
schools. How do history lessons about ancient warfare compare with what pupils learn by reading poetry from the First 
World War, for example? Which historic wars and what aspects of war dominate the curriculum? What kinds of things are 
children taught about how wars end? And how much time do they spend learning about peace-building and peace-
keeping? Is peace always taught in relation to conflict? What connections do curricula make between inner peace and 
geopolitical peace? And what media are most effective at generating curiosity and deepening understanding? We are 
interested in current practice and also in what ideas pupils, teachers and curriculum designers have for how war and peace 
might be taught differently in the future. 
 
Why have I been invited to take part? 
We are keen to find out what pupils and teachers think about how peace is taught in schools across both across the UK and 
further afield. Your insights will inform the questions which our research project asks and the future research that we do. 
 
Do I have to take part? 
Your participation is entirely voluntary, and all data we gather will be fully anonymised so no one will be able to trace 
responses back to individuals. If you do decide to take part you will be free to withdraw at any time without providing a 
reason, and with no negative consequences. 
 
Use of your personal data for research and data protection rights 
The University of St Andrews (the ‘Data Controller’) is bound by the UK 2018 Data Protection Act and the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), which require a lawful basis for all processing of personal data (in this case it is the 
‘performance of a task carried out in the public interest’ – namely, for research purposes) and an additional lawful basis for 
processing personal data containing special characteristics (in this case it is ‘public interest research’). You have a range of 
rights under data protection legislation. For more information on data protection legislation and your rights visit 
https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/terms/data-protection/rights/. For any queries, emaildataprot@st-andrews.ac.uk. 
 
What should I do if I have concerns about this study? 
In the first instance, you are encouraged to raise your concerns directly with the Visualising War and Peace Research 
project, by emailing vispeace@st-andrews.ac.uk. However, if you do not feel comfortable doing so, then you should 
contact the University's Ethics Committee. A full outline of the procedures governed by the University Teaching and 
Research Ethics Committee is available at https://www.st-andrews.ac.uk/research/integrity-ethics/humans/ethical-
guidance/complaints/. 
 
 
 
 

 


